Dr. Mark Svetcos
-Professional Speaker
-NY-Published Author of Compulsion
-WholeLife Evolution® Mentor
-Founder of The Responsibility Movement®

Are you losing thousands in potential revenue?
Successful business owners know that healthy, inspired employees produce
fresh, innovative and relevant results. Providing a platform that inspires
purpose & creativity in your people is sure to dramatically improve morale
and skyrocket the value of your business.
Dr. Mark Svetcos is the CEO of Responsible Life, Inc., a company dedicated
to inspiring and educating Americans to become self-reliant, powerfully
productive and purpose-driven. He has been the owner and director of
multiple million-dollar medical clinics in Colorado and Washington, having
personally seen over 85,000 patient visits. He is also the founder of The
Responsibility Movement®, and author of the self-development book,
Compulsion - the juicy true story of a successful doctor who lost everything
due to his lack of purpose, dysfunctional ego, and emotional baggage.
Dr. Svetcos is an expert in developing and maintaining a healthy lifestyle
using self-reliance, common sense and personal responsibility.
When you hear him speak, you will learn:






How to become someone people want to do business with,
Why individual creativity and purpose are the fuel that ignites
global change,
How to become radiantly healthy using common sense nutrition
& exercise principles,
Why personal responsibility is the key that unlocks the door to
true happiness,
The biggest secret to becoming infinitely valuable both
personally and professionally.

The world is in a rapid state of change, and now is the time to create the
future we desire to see. Be the visionary that helps your people soar!

Book Dr. Mark Svetcos today!

Phone: (360) 977-2774
Email: Mark@MarkSvetcos.com
Web:
www.MarkSvetcos.com

Praise for Dr. Svetcos:
"Thanks for coming to speak to
us. Your presentation was
more than inspirational. Your
concepts are energizing, offer
hope, & are achievable. I'm
sharing your Responsible Life
message with everyone!"
- Ingred, MI
"Great talk...excellent
content!"
- Steven Hinz, OH
"I used to get caught up in
spiraling thoughts that would
ruin my day. With the help of
Dr. Svetcos, I have learned to
take control of my mind, which
has significantly increased my
productivity and efficiency.
Because of that, I make more
money than I ever have. And I
love the work I used to
despise!”
-Krista, IN
"Dr. Svetcos' way of thinking
and methodology is nothing I've
ever come across. He is truly a
revolutionary. Since coaching
with Dr. Svetcos, I've lost
twenty pounds, and found the
purpose in my life. I don't
waste time, and I don't worry
about things. My purpose has
been awakened!”
- Erik, NJ

